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facing the imminent collapse of Chase. are maneuvering 
to save their own necks by using their still immense poli
tical clout in both Republican and Democratic parties. 
Their goal - to piece together a �ascist economic pack
age - including a massive bailout for the New York 
banks - either under a figurehead Carter presidency 
or a Mondale Administration. In short. a Kissinger-Mon
dale deal. 

Given the pace at which the international economic 
collapse is now unfolding. however. it is unlikely that the 

present instability of the Carte�Mondale Administration 
government can be controlle even through Septem
ber - a major constitutional risis is all but inevitable. 
The question now is whether a . entralized political com
mand of the saner anti-Admihistration forces can be 
pulled together quickly enoughfround the economic poli
cies laid out by U. S. Labor P rty chairman Lyndon H. 
LaRouche. Jr. (see Economics to forestall total depres
sion collapse. political chaos. a d general war. 
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Sept. 8 Set As New Date 

For LaRouche Assa�sinatibn 
The following statement was issued on Aug. 25 by 

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., U.S. Labor Party Chairman 

and Presidential Candidate. 

In an effort at graveyard humor, highly placed circles 
planning the assassination of U.S. Presidential Can
didate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. , have tentatively set 
LaRouche's fifty-fifth birthday. September 8. 1977, as a 
revised alternative date for his murder by U.S.-based 
elements of the Institute for Policy Studies' international 
terrorist network. 

The key element in the new scenario is the Federal 
Election Commission's (FEC) initiative of August. 22. 
which attempts to prefix LaRouche's physical location 
and movements on Sept. 8 in such a way as to facilitate a 
pre-planned assassination operation. The assassins, 
working through the Chairman of the FEC, a long
standing Rockefeller stoooge. are attempting to compel 
LaRouche's physical presence in Washington, D. C. 
Federal District Court on that date. thus creating an 
ideal opportunity for the terrorists. 

Therefore. there will be strenuous efforts by ac
complices of the assassins on relevant Federal judges to 
facilitate this murder operation. 

Counter-Measures Planned 
A highly-placed European banking officer. referring to 

the general situation - and not the Sept. 8 assassination 
scenario - playfully inquired. "Why doesn't the Labor 
Party organize a hit-squad and get rid of Zbigniew Br
zezinski?" We have no such capabilities or plans; such 
counter-measures would be very poor strategy. in any 
case. 

Soviet-style "breakthrough" operations have their 
place. However. even the "breakthrough" tactic is 
primarily a way of creating vulnerable flanks among the 
enemy's forces. Properly understood. the principle of the 
flank is the essence of strategy and tactics. with lawfully 
determined analogs for military applications in politics 
generally. 

In that way. and according to those principles, we are 
indeed holding certain notorious individuals personally 
accountable for illegal "plumbers" operations FIST, 
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SWEEP and the projected LaRpuche assassination. with 
the Chairman of the FEC prOf· inently on that list. How 
those accountable individuals ill be dealt with we leave 
to their imagination; we merel add the information that 
none of the means they migh . consider obvious will be 
employed. 

Categories of Accountables 
The international fascist all�ance chiefly responsible 

for attempted massive subveripsn and weakening of the 
United States and imposition ot genocidal forms of Nazi
modelled hyper-inflationary· austerity upon many 
nations are the following. t 

1. The group of so-called Roc efeller financial interests 
centered around both Ch se Manhattan Bank and 
Exxon, with Henry Kissin er. Chase's International 
Affairs staffer. the principal luminary in this circle. 

2. The group of Manhattan i�. vestment banks, centered 
around Lazard Freres and ehman Brothers. typified 
by the "Hermann Goering" of the New York City "Big 
Mac" operation. Nazi-econ mist Felix Rohatyn. 

3. The British financial and olitical circles associated 
with the modern "Ramsay acDonald." Roy Jenkins 
and his factional cronies. ! 

The notable USA political ex�ressions of that financier 
faction include the Trilater�l Commission and the 
Foreign Policy Association. �s well as the terrorist 
networks of the neo-Fabian Ins,itute for Policy Studies. 

The principal international cl1annels of the same Nazi
economics-guided faction are �he Bilderberger group of 
finance and politics (the Maqhattan plus Anglo-Dutch 
forces typified by Roy J enkinsl crowd in England). plus 
the allied international netw�rks of the Institute for 
Policy Studies. plus the faction within the Socialist In
ternational associated with O �of Palme. Franc;ois Mit
terrand. Bestino Craxi. and poUtical cretin Theodorakis: 
generally associated with Willy Brandt's "left"-wing 
enthusiasts with the Socialist Iqternational. 

Eliminate those elements oflPure evil from world af
fairs and the business of endittg depression. terrorism 
and imminent threat of war lis readily accomplished. 
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or accomplished with no more than an ordinary degree 
of difficulty. 

Typical USA Accountables 

Henry Kissinger 
Walter F. Mondale 
Felix Rohatyn 
Irving Bluestone, UA W 
Marcus Raskin, IPS 
The Rockefeller Brothers 
Zbigniew Brzezinski 
Richard Vigueries 
Lane Kirkland, AFL·CIO . 
Richard Barnet, IPS 
Gus Hall, CPUSA 
Ramsay Clark, IADL 
Noam Chomsky, RAND Corp. 
Ford Foundation 
Barry Sheppard, SWP 
B'Nai B'rith leadership 
Russell Sage Foundation 
Rubin Foundation (Faberge) 

Plus, all those corporate executives, government of· 
ficials and contaminated networks within Michigan, 
New Jersey and other states' governors and state police 
offices, plus contaminated neo·Fabian judges complicit 
in aiding operations FIST, SWEEP and other 
harassment against the U.S. Labor Party. including the 
publishers of the New York Times and Washington Post. 

The World Watch Institute and Natural Resources 
Defense Council are also typical of the accomplices to be 
brought to account. 

British Accountables 
In Great Britain's Labour Party, as distinct from the 

parliamentary, traditional Fabians identified with Ian 
Mikardo et aI., there is a wicked, essential neo-Fabian 
circle around Roy Jenkins, Denis Healey, and Healey 
protege David Owen, which is closely interfaced and 
overlapped with the world's leading brainwashing and 
other black operations thinktank. the London Tavistock 
Institute. This interfaces with the worst elements among 
professed conservative circles, including Eunuch Powell 
and the National Front crowd. 

The distinction between the current running through 
Jenkins and the traditionalist Fabian parliamentarians 
is historically centered in the former Independent 
Labour Party, the spin-off of the Fabian Society which 
created the British fascist movement of the 1930s, and 
which ran the network inclusive of Willy Brandt's SAP 
during the 1930s for that side of British intelligence. This 
group around Jenkins is not only actively interfaced with 
the London Tavistock Institute but also the Institute for 
Policy Studies' European affiliates. the London Institute 
for Race Relations and the Amsterdam Transnational 
Institute. It also directly interfaces and overlaps the 
networks of the evil Bertrand Russell, of which, in fact. 
the USA's neo-Fabian networks of the Institute for Policy 
Studies are historically a by-product and off-shoot. 

French intelligence identifies this Britsh circle as 
having created and operating the Basque and Corsican 

terrorist-separatist movemepts. It was these circles 
which create the "Mods" a�d "Rockers" scenario in 
England. the "skinheads" (falScist white slum youth who 
specialize in beating up "colpreds" under the cover of 
being hooc:lum gangs 0ffootb�n fans). who stand behind 
the Beatles' operation; the Rq.Ung Stones operation, and 
who operate the ugliest "wetwork" murder operations in 
the world today. 

In France, these British fascist-terrorist operations 
include Rocard (of Le Nouvel pbservateur and the PSU), 
the associates of Ernest Mandel's Fourth International, 
the terrorist-siding lawyers tied to Santiago Carrillo; 
Michel Crozier, Michel Fopcault, Le Matin, Paris 
Liberation, plus certain key inputs to Paris Le Monde are 
also most relevant subjects. 

In West Germany, Hamburg is the principal base of 
operations for British Tavi�tock.linked "'�twork and 
related operations, with HanJnover a pro .. linent second 
major center. The football faps in the Ruhr, slum-youth 
modelled upon the "skinheads" operation in England, 
and politically linked to the neo-fascist NDP are another 
British intelligence creation within the British-occupied 
zone of West Germany. The Bertrand Russell networks 
into Scandinavia, West Gel1many, Austria, Italy and 
Yugoslavia are also part of the same apparatus, cen
tering around "peace and conflict studies" associations, 
which are significant parts of the terrorist-operations 
planning network. 

In general, although there is decisive USA-based 
controlling political input into terrorist and other fascist 
hoodlum operations in West�rn (and Eastern) Europe, 
the substructure, technical c�rdination and immediate 
coordination of those operatiOns is run largely through 
Britain and British·centered continental black 
operations networks. 

Italy, which was allowed tOlbecome a nation within the 
limits ordained by· British intelligence operations, the 
Italy whose Mussolini was placed in power on orders of 
London with aid of British networks (including Einaudi, 
Berlinguer and Amendola - fathers of the present 
prominent individuals of that,same surname), is another 
case of British and Anglo-Am�rican black operations and 
allied intelligence networks lllrgely controlling politics in 
that nation. Terrorist-supp.,rting "Trotskyist" Livio 
Maitan. a collaborator of British agent Ernest Mandel, is 
part of that spectrum. 

It is this element of British politics which motivated 
General Charles DeGaulle's efforts to exclude Britain 
from the Common Market UlDtil it had purged itself of 
these despicable prominent features of its national in
frastructure. 

The Full List 
The Labor Party security staff in the USA and Europe 

has detailed lists of proven accomplices of the networks 
behind the FEC-centered FIST and SWEEP operations 
and the projected Sept. 8 assassination of U.S. 
presidential candidate LaRouche. These lists are being 
circulated currently to all relevant governmental and 
other circles. including Eastbloc circles. 

The basis for the circulation of that list is as follows. 
If the U.S. Labor Party were to be crushed and 
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LaRouche assassinated (or imprisoned, for easier 
assassination), the nature of the political situation in the 
United States is such that, contrary to the misper
ceptions of former Governor Connally and his sup
porters, there would be a lack of the essential catalytic 
element in U.S. internal politics to prevent a countdown 
by Henry Kissinger et al. to thermonuclear total war by 
way of hysteria-driven gross miscalculation. 

In that case, every force which wishes to avoid total 
war must resort to all means of last resort to wipe out the 
elements identified on the indicated listings. 

I do not wish to be unfair to Governor Connally and his 
present and prospective allies .. I merely state that they 
have so far exhibited two potentially fatal defects: (1) 
they lack a competent strategic overview of the 
situation, as shown by their poor sense of timing, a 
propensity for delaying actions under persuasion of a 
more cautious policy which means their early con
tainment and defeat; (2) they manifest elements of a 
correct perception, but understand, so far, neither the 
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necessary strategic approa h nor the associated 
dispositions and postures for a rinning fight. 

As for the majority of ·'na e" conservatives, every 
informed circle in the United tales knows that Richard 
Viguerie is thefifty-cents-on- he�dollar political whore 
for pot-puffing Rockefeller sid kick William F. Buckley, 
and also knows that Viguerie rofessed himself to have 
campaigned for and voted for immy Carter and Walter 
F. Mondale. as well as work· g under guidance of the 
Carter "transitional" admi istration in neutralizing 
Republican resistance agains the Nov. 2 massive vote
fraud for Carter-Mondale. Y t, many of these conser
vatives permit themselves to e manipulated once again 
and yet once again by the sa e Viguerie, the fifty-cent 
political whore for an off-sh re pot-puffing pimp of a 
Buckley. I 

If the Labor Party goes pnder and LaRouche is 
assassinated, there will be ettrly thern,,:muclear war 
unless the enemies of huma,ity are eliminated from 
influential positions immediat�ly. 
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